In the present report, we discuss a new business model for rehabilitation and the use of brain function measurement with functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS). In Japan, hospitals have several diagnostic and treatment departments, and one doctor examines many patients in each department. Although this traditional business model is well managed in most departments, in the rehabilitation department, one physical therapist (PT) examines only a few patients daily. Hence, the management strategy for rehabilitation is poor. Thus, large and wealthy hospitals may have a separate rehabilitation department and employ PTs, whereas small hospitals may not. We have proposed a new rehabilitation system wherein one PT trains many patients by using rehabilitation devices. As one PT can examine many patients by using such devices, small hospitals can hire several PTs in the rehabilitation department, which could consequently increase the job opportunities for PTs in the country. In this new rehabilitation system, the benefit of the devices and recovery level of the patients can be confirmed by measuring site activation in brain.
Introduction
In Japan, with the aging of the population, the number of stroke patients has been increasing. Many stroke patients require enforced rehabilitation exercise by physical therapists (PTs). In the present rehabilitation system, one PT trains one patient. Such a system would require several PTs for a certain number of stroke patients, and hence, this management strategy appears to be poor. The current business model has two problems: the shortage of PTs and the employment cost of PTs. As the employment cost of PTs is high, the hospital needs to treat many stroke patients to justify the hiring of many PTs. In our proposed model, as one PT can examine many stroke patients, the employment costs of the hospital diminish, whereas the benefits increase. The new business model involves a good management strategy for PTs. Furthermore, this strategy could increase the employment opportunities for PTs in small hospitals.
In our proposed system, which can serve as an alternative to the traditional rehabilitation system, site activation in the brain is confirmed. As fNIRS is suitable for the measurement of brain function during motion, brain function can be measured by using fNIRS 1)2) during rehabilitation. The index of measurement with fNIRS can serve as an index of recovery during rehabilitation. In the present report, we also describe a method for measuring site activation in the brain using fNIRS images.
Our proposed business model
One doctor in the diagnostic and treatment departments examines many patients daily and obtains medical service fees. However, one PT in the rehabilitation unit examines only a few patients daily in the current system. Thus, the rehabilitation department in the hospital does not appear to be well managed in terms of economics. Only wealthy hospitals can afford to have a rehabilitation department with many PTs. Moreover, the present rehabilitation system does not produce many employment opportunities for PTs. Hence, this system does not seem to be adequate when considering the aging of the population. Our proposed rehabilitation system involves the simultaneous examination of several stroke patients by one PT. Such a system would generate greater medical fees, and hence, small hospitals can hire several PTs. Consequently, the job opportunities for PTs would also increase, and the new system will provide employment opportunities to many newly graduated PTs.
Method
Recent technological advances in brain activity measurement have enabled the precise and easy elucidation of human brain function. Among these advances, near infra-red spectroscopy (NIRS) facilitates the measurement of brain activity in a safe and easy manner. However, the spatial resolution of NIRS is poor, which prevents the progress of applied research with NIRS. Prior research into the improvement of spatial resolution of NIRS led to the development of a minimum-norm method, which has been widely used. This method enables the three-dimensional estimation of the active parts. Nevertheless, the estimation of the active parts by the minimum-norm method is not very specific, and it is also difficult to estimate the activity in the deep areas of the brain with this method. In the present study, we aimed to overcome such limitations of the minimum-norm method. Fig. 1 
We used a model of a part of the head for simulation, as shown in

Fig. 1: Model of part of a head for simulation
We compared the results of our proposed algorithm for identification of the activation site in fNIRS with the results of the minimum-norm method. In the minimum-norm method, the regularization function is introduced in an inverse problem, which identifies the activation site in brain. An experimental model based on the head structure is used, and the sensitivity distribution is calculated by using the Monte Carlo simulation. We focus on the sensitivity distribution, wherein the voxels in the model were classified according to six levels, depending on the intensity of the sensitivity distribution. By comparing the estimation value at each level, the inactive voxels were determined and the specific active parts could be more accurately identified. Fig. 1(a) is given activation region in brain for simulation, (b) is a result by minimal norm method, and (c) is a result of our proposed method. The activation region obtained by minimal norm method becomes wider distribution than the given region. While on the other hand, the obtained region of our proposed method is close to the given region. As a result, the localization of brain activity estimation was improved with our method, as compared to the conventional minimum-norm method, particularly when estimating a small active part. 
Results
Conclusion
In the present report, we describe a new rehabilitation system model and measurement method for the activation site in the brain. In the new rehabilitation system, one PT simultaneously examines several patients, and accordingly, the rehabilitation department can be well managed from an economic standpoint. Hence, our proposed system proposes an improved business model for the rehabilitation department. Moreover, we determined a new method for measuring the activation sites in the brain using fNIRS images. Using a simulation, we observed that our method improves the accuracy of depth direction of the activation site, as compared to that obtained using the well-known minimum-norm method. Future studies should assess the accuracy of activation site detection using our proposed method.
